
Data is sourced from both public and private application 
data, telecommunications, county and court records, and 
many other auxiliary sources to cover an estimated 95% 
of the adult population.

vital4.net

When side-by-side tested against the top providers of SSN Trace solutions in the background 
screening industry, VITAL4TRACE provides compelling strengths to be considered:

VITAL4 is the exclusive provider of 
this solution for the CRA market.

VITAL4TRACE is the only SSN Trace solution available in this market that provides data 
from two of the three primary Credit Bureaus, along with the largest alternative header file 
available. 

On average VITAL4TRACE provided a 97% hit rate versus 93% from other competitors.

On average VITAL4TRACE provides 3x more unique names associated with SSNs.

Results provide substantially higher DOB coverage with more accuracy identified.

VITAL4TRACE has almost 3x more addresses associated with SSNs.



Proprietary access to auxiliary data, allowing us to pick up on 30+ years of historical 
address data that may not otherwise be found in traditional data sources

Improves screening efficiency and removes duplicate information through machine 
learning and advanced linking algorithms

Reduces cost, time and frustration with fully customizable search and filter logic 

Easy to use and integrate into our API with additional platforms coming soon

Massively scalable and cost-effective through our state-of-the-art cloud-based platform 

Client/User controls customized parameters which adjust how the input criteria is 
interpreted and the filters change which data points are returned
 
Customizable filtering logic available: SSNSearch, DOB Search, address, non-primary 
first/last names, single character first/last names, partial DOB, include/exclude based 
on address/date range 

The data is sourced from major bureaus as well as the largest alternative and 
consumer files used to find no file and thin file people 

A database covering over 300mm people with historical and current data that extends 
beyond 30 years gives insight and linking needed to understand one’s history 
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